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Welcome to my little wellness e-book. 

I hope that you find some ideas and inspiration to give

you the confidence to start your own home practice

with your children. 

 

I am passionate about parents and children learning

alongside one another, child-led learning, connection,

quality time, health and wellness. 

 

It is my hope that through your own home practice you

can cultivate a life long love affair with yoga for both

yourself and your child while you practice this ancient

wellness system. 

 

The MOST important thing by FAR is to have FUN.  

Roll on the floor, laugh, play and reconnect to your

own inner child in the process!
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All you really need is your body

A yoga mat for practicing indoors is a helpful tool to stay

safe as you could slip on the carpet

You may find it useful to have cushions to sit on for

breathing, a blanket to cover you during relaxation and a

belt if you struggle to touch your toes in forward bends

and hamstring stretches. There is no need to go out any

buy specialised props (unless you want to), just use what

you have to hand

You will notice throughout that I like to keep things super

simple and doable!

Set up & equipment



Okay mumma bear/daddy bear.......

If you are a yoga pro - don't let it show when practicing with your child -

we don't want any outshining to shut down beginner attempts

If you are a beginner...share your experience with your child - What did

you enjoy? What did you find hard? What are your goals for your own

practice?

Progress not perfection - this is about children learning to love the

practice...please encourage ALL attempts. Correct with positive

encouragement like: "I LOVE your Warrior 2 - can you bend your front

knee more?" 

Different learning styles...don't count out the kid that sits and watches,

they may be learning visually until they have enough confidence to give

it a try 

Make it FUN - this is not level 3 Iyengar...safety is important but perfect

technique is not

Let them lead the way...ask them what poses they would like to do

today...ask them to lead the practice today

Helpful tips



Breathing exercises

Warm up
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Partner work

Yoga game

Story/relaxation

 

Kids Practice Structure



Ocean Breath
 

Inhale and lift arms wide and high 

like the rays of the sun 

coming up in the morning

 

Gently touch the hands overhead 

then lower to your heart centre 

while exhaling a slow, soft "Haaaaaa"

 

You should feel calm and grounded

 

 

Calm Bunny
Sit on your knees

Hold a pretend carrot in front of you

Take three short, sharp sniffs

through the nose to inhale looking

around like a bunny

Slowly exhale out of your mouth

Repeat 3-4 times to feel energised

 

 

Breathing exercises Belly Breathing



 

We love to use essential oils in our yoga practice to help bring us to a grounded, calm and

open state. Inhaling essential oils or diffusing while you practice can enhance your

experience by quickly shifting negative emotional states. 

My favourite oils at the start of practice are grounding oils like doTERRA's Balance blend. 

Oils like Peppermint and Easy Air open up the airways and help with breath as well as

emotional shifts. 

We have a whole Yoga Collection, three oils which assist with Anchoring, Aligning and

Ascending. These smell amazing!

I also like to waft oils over my kids during relaxation like Bergamot, Lavender Peace or Wild

Orange. I only use doTERRA around my family as they are completely pure and tested oils.

Reach out to me at hello@debbielim.co.nz or 021 251 3859 or go to
www.debbielim.co.nz if you would like to find out more about how 
essential oils can bring peace and calm into your world and your yoga.

Essential Oils



Snake Breath
Inhale through your nose

Exhale and make a hissing

sound like a snake

If you like you can move

your body like 

a snake at the same time

 

Lion Breath
Set your body up like Sasha

Inhale deeply

As you exhale look up and stretch your eyes 

Open your mouth wide

Poke out your tongue and 

make a long and 

LOUD exhale

 

 

 



Mountain pose  - feet under hips or together 1.

Extended mountain - hands over head 2.

 

Forward fold - soften the knees, chest to thighs 3.

 

Flat back extension  - hands on shins, look forward 4.

 

Forward fold - hands to ground, two big steps back 3.

 

Downdog - flat hands, flat fingers, spread 7.

Plank/crocodile - move body forward, knees down 5.

Bend elbows and lower to ground (chaturanga over time if strong enough)

Cobra/updog - lift chest, option to straighten arms, press feet and lift legs off floor for updog 6.

Downdog - roll over toes to down dog, step feet to hands 7. (option repeat flat back 8.)

Forward fold - release all tension in the neck 9.

Extended mountain - roll up to stand with arms overhead 10.

Mountain - release hands to chest or by sides 11.

 

Sun Salutes

I love to start my practice with sun salutes as its a great warm up. Kids
usually cope with about two rounds before they are ready to move on. As
you can see, my version has been modified to make it a little easier than the
traditional sequence on the right but you can build to this over time and also
add in other poses like Warrior 2 or three legged dog - after downdog.



warming up

Mountain climbers

Jogging on the spot

Cat stretches

Pretend to be your favourite zoo/wild animal

Star jumps

Seated or standing side bends or twists

Pretend to be a bear waking up after hibernation

You absolutely hands down cant beat a good ol' fashioned boogie to 

warm up but if that's not to your liking - here are a few other ideas:



Simon Says Yoga 

Use a pose or work through a sequence of movements

both regular and/or yoga moves

Downdog Tunnel 

Everyone lines up in DD and the person on the end

crawls through and reforms at the other end

Musical Statues Yoga 

Dance baby! Music stops, call out a yoga pose

Yoga Story

Make one up/play one/write one!

Mirror Me 

Children stand opposite someone and copy their partner's

moves

Design a Pose 

Each come up with your own original pose

yoga games 

Make it FUN!



Partner up!



"I am stable"

asana librarydowndogHindi Squat

shoelaceaeroplaneturtle

child's pose

Bridge 

"I am resilient"

"I am quiet"

"I can do anything"

Hamstring stretch

"I am friendly"

"I am open"
"I am safe"

"I am infinte space"



Warrior 2 Crescent Moon

Tree Pose

Mountain Eagle

Triangle Cobra Reverse Tabletop



This is a yoga practice that is all about deep relaxation. 

Hold the poses for longer than you usually would and coach the

children to be still, to resist the urge to fidget, to concentrate

on deep belly breathing, to close their eyes. Affirm that they

CAN do this. Reassure them, that a little discomfort will be OK. 

The key learning in the yin is that we can cope with challenges

and sit with the discomfort that comes with change. 

Add in some yin towards the end of your session or in periods

where extra calming may be needed.

Yin yoga



Get what you need like blankets or pillows

Turn off phones

Lie down on your back with your arms and legs 

uncrossed and away from the body

Close your eyes and get comfortable

Open hands and turn palms towards the ceiling

Scan through your body for tension and relax

Make any final adjustments for comfort

Focus on the breath

Remember to relax

Do nothing
Tell a little story

Take a journey through the body
Imagine different colours

Imagine good emotions moving through the body like a river of golden light
Focus just on the breath

Add in breath exercises like counting in for 3 and out of 6
Give your partner a massage or footrub

Cuddle up with a parent, and inhale some soothing oils
 

ideas



 Stay Connected
 

Follow me on facebook and insta
@debbielimcreative

 
Find  out more at

www.debbielim.co.nz

http://www.facebook.com/debbielimwellness
http://www.instagram/debbielimwellness
http://www.debbielim.co.nz/

